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ookstore: Profit or Break-even?
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by Tom Andrews
ew textbooks on the shelves at
hotpr)oo are less expensive than
at the WLU bookstore, but is
the whole story? In an inmanager of the WLU
Paul Fischer explained
.~:.ft.ftpencies in prices.
bookstore operates at a
both stores often find it
to Simply break even. The
of textbooks is not a
business; the lack of
operations attests to
mark-up is low at 20
•publishers suggested list

price l, considerably less than
other types of books or other fields
of merchandising <clothing,
hardware, jewelry work up to 150
percent>. The costs of operation
must equal this 20 percent to allow
a breakeven operation. At
Lutheran, thirteen percent goes to
wages, 2.8 percent goes to paying
occupancy charges with the
remaining 4 percent going to
shipping of books and other
operational costs.
The difference in price at
Waterloo arises from the much
higher volume in sales allowing
lower operational costs and the

hinerama Out?
AC president David McKinley
hinerama organizer Garry
I raised serious questions
the feasability of continuing
hinerama m a meeting held
•Mondav to evaluate orientation.
problems concerning
-...;""'alion and what can be done
future were also discussed.
discussiOn centred around
and
Campbell
gested that because of
reasmgly
poor
turnout,
. .;n<>rom<> not be run next year
committee
was
early to organize it. He
that Shinerama belonged with
day~ of initiations, beanies,
hazing, and that those days
passed. i\1cKinlcy suggested
11 hat might he needed to bring
students to the event was
m1ck' lie suggested at one
during the meeting that
Rt.. ••• nrama not he run anymore but
uggestwn was balked at by
•llll'lldmg the mectmg lt was
Shlll<:'r.lma is Important in
hllshlllg good student com
) relations as well as proJ mom•y for charity. Other
••o"•"•tions for Shinerama mtrymg to get senior students

involved rather than restricting
the shoe shining to freshmen and
running the event Ia ter in the year.
At the end of the meeting,
McKinley said that there will
probably be enough people found
who would be interested in
organizing the event early.
In overall evaluation of the
Orientation '73, McKinley felt that
not enough of the right kind of
organization and advertising was
done. He said that there was good
organization in getting things
ready for people but there was not
enough though given to how to get
people out to the event. Some
discussion revolved around
whether or not it was worth having
an Orientation week on the first
week . It was suggested that
perhaps a soft sell method should
be used for the first week and wait
until most people were settled into
life at university before a heavy
week of events is run .
In discussing the poor turnouts
for all events except the pubs, it
was generally felt that the "Joe
College" days were over and
adaptations would have to be
made.

fact that Waterloo collects next to
no rent from the bookstore. They
then are able to cut their markup
to roughly 16 percent thus
discounting on the publisher's list
price. However, the WLU
bookstore offers used-book sales,
which the Waterloo store with its
discounting practices does not,
allowing the Lutheran student to
make up the difference by buying
one or two used books and selling
one or two back. The difference in
prices with this factor in mind is
minimal. However, a wise shopper, using both stores, could
further reduce expenditures on
textbooks . One thing to note is that
U of W identification is sometimes
checked to keep such a wise
shopper out. The reason for this is
that the U of W bookstore orders
books as directed by the professor
in the course in question. and does

not order surpluses if it can be
avoided <to reduce interest costs of
heavy inventory) . Naturally, this
system is disrupted if an indeterminant number of WLU
students come in and pirate the
books away from the U of W
students for whom the books were
originally purchase•'
The matter of rent is probably
the largest difference between the
two operations. The University of
Waterloo has always been a
prqvincially assisted university ,
and thus never had any problems
with capital expenditures ; their
bookstore was built as a service to
the students 1ust as are all the
teaching facilities . WLU , on the
other hand , has always built its
buildings out of operating money,
and every expenditure must
realize a return if possible. The
present Bookstore was built as an

appendage to the Central Teaching
Building, and the 6000 square feet
it occupies was <and isl to be
written off <" amortized") over
a period of. 25 years . The value of
the Bookstore was calculated at
$240,000, or $40 a square foot , a
generous but reasonable figure
given the assumption that the
Bookstore cost exactly the average
cost per square foot to build over
and above the cost of the Central
Teaching Building . Incidentally,
although the Bookstore lies under
part of the Student Union Building.
The annual accounting figure
allotted to "rent " for the
Bookstore is $16,000, so if you do
not accept the fact that the
Bookstore should pay for itself to
the University, it appears that the
University is making a $16,000
profit on the operation of the
Bookstore. The last budget we
turn to page 3

ood Services: Poole Talks
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Chairman of the Food Service
............ ftft I feel I should comyou the purpose of our
Lmmittee and its effect on the
rv1ces offered at W.L .U.
The r'ood Services Committee is
adv1sory body to the Advisory
on Ancillary Enterprise
'·We meet monthly in the
•ezzanine to discuss the
~eshons of students, review the
and make
recomhons.
committee consists of the
••n...... ;"" people: Mr. Cliff Bilyea
Business Manager and
to the ACEAJ ; Dean
Dean of Students; Ian
Director of Residence;
Reiner. Head of Dining Hall
. M1ke Strong, Chairman
Hesidence Council and
of a meal card; and myself.
I have appointed Bev
of Grad B; Nancy
. an off-campus Torque
connoisseur; Cathy Kenny ,
'lara Conrad rep; Chris
I, from Grad A; and a
a..nrP~Pntative from the staff of the
Room and Dining Hall.
of these people would apate hearing comments,
suggestions or even
.mohments. You might call it
for thought".
IS not the first year this
1ttee has been in operation,
its role in the past been a
one. Last year the comaccomplished a few things .
example, the pop machine in
dining hall was a suggestion of

ours. There was a Suggestion Box
placed in the Torque Room . A
variety of foods including salad
plates and diet meals were introduced.
The installation of screens by the
steam tables to prevent food theft
was another recommendation as
was the introduction of weekend
meals in the Torque Room for 7
day meal card holders .
As a direct result of our first
meeting this year, portions are
being improved <so we are told),
risers are being used to keep meat
out of the grease at the bottom of
the pan and the food service
budget is being presented for
scrutiny at our next meeting.
Finally I will list the areas of
concern which we will look into
because they all add to the cost of
your meal card.
The first is wastage. Every
meal, many dollars worth of food
are thrown away. The best solution
to this is obviously to take only
what you are going to eat.
The second is "mouchers " .
Obviously the meal card holders
are the ones who pay for their food .
So next time you see someone
stealing food suggest to them that
it's your money that in essence
they are using .
The third is the actual breakdown of the budget. Through Mr .
Bilyea 's office I received a percentage breakdown of the budget.
It is illustrated in the "pie".
I solicit your comments on the
food, after all you and I are the
ones eating it. Flipping our plate
upside down and sending it down
the conveyor may give you the

satisfaction of revenge, but it is
misdirected. The ladies who wash
the dishes don't cook the food.
We provide Suggestion Boxes in
the Dining Hall and Torque Room.
We do acknowledge your perseverence and ingenuity in
stamping and hammering a
hamburger patty into a slab of
meat '·8 of an inch thick and then

feeding it through the slot of the
suggestion box, but the only
conclusions we can draw from this
are 1 l that there was something
wrong with the hamburger and 2)
the contributor was wearing a size
9 shoe.
Write down your comments on a
piece of paper and put them in
because all comments are read

and discussed . I just ask that the
comments are printable.
You may be interested to know
that the Torque Room comments
were favourable and the Dining
Hall comments were obscene when
they were last checked .
Please help us make the service
more beneficial. Thanks for
listening.

,.

1% Repairs and
renewal
1% Heat, light,
power, water
2% Supplies,
!!:::::::...----11 insurance, laundry

56% Food

2% New equipment

5% Mortgage

37% Salaries
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GO BY BUS!
GRAY COACH UNIVERSITY SERVICE
DIRECT FROM WATERLOO CAMPUS
TO TORONTO AND WOODSTOCK-LONDON
EXPRESS VIA HWY. 401
Board Buses on University Ave.
at Theatre Auditorium
FALL TIME TABLE
NOW IN EFFECT
12:45PM FRIDAY TRIP ADVANCED TO 12:35PM
TORONTO SERVICE
Express via Hwy. 401

d+8~RCMP Res
259 KING ST. W. KITCHENER
PHONE 745-8637

Sundays - 8:30 pm & 10:50 pm

Additional 9:50 pm Sunday Trip
from Toronto runs locally via Guelph. All Sunday

LOOTON)

.-----------------mission r
objected to
NCC regula
Buy Your
Now!
open to the pu
· Parliament Hill
A spokesman
a number of
to the Pa
~cMP after
dts1nbute the
(FIRST CONCERTS ..... SEPTEMBER 29 and 30 RC~~Psa~~n~ht!
dered not to
of pamphlets on
7 Concert Series .... Saturdays & Sundays .... ? : 30 p.rr "Nothing can
matter is fu
Students $11.00(tull -tlme) uperintendent
Adults $22.00

Tickets

K-W SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA CONCERTS

Read Up

Fridays

Sundays

6.35 p.m.

Lv.

7.25 p.m.

Ar.

8.05 p.m.

Ar.

Students $7.50(tull-time) MO!':TREAL <
to do at Loyola
Senior Citizens $7.50
Wtlliams Un

Single Concerts : Adults $4.00 Students $2.00

U. of W,

Kitchener Term ina I

Ar. 6.40 p.m.
Ar. 7.10 p.m.

HUMANITIES THEATRE

Woodstock

Lv. 5.55 p.m.

Tickets- U. of W Central Box· OHice

Lv. 5.15 p.m.

Information: 742-6285

London

Loyola, Sir
Cou nci Is to

Adults $15.00

Read Down

University

<C

•
A ppozntments
may b e rna d
S eptem b er 27t h
in the concourse

5-Concert Series .... Sunday Matinees ... .2: 30 p.m.

WOODSTOCK-LONDON SERVICE
Express via Hwy. 401

Lv.

OTTAWA

Canadian
prohibited
students on
distributing
eExternal
chell Sharp.
that Canada
recognition of
which nuno•thr.,. i
of Salvadore
week.
(FOR FURTHER INFORMATION Sl superi
said that has
to allow
POSTERS BY
to hand out
providing that it
or defamatory .
explanation
WLU GRAD PORTRAIT
SPECIALIST
,___
____
_ _ _ _ Chilean
obscure ::.luuLt:ll'-'1

Evening Trips from Toronto run via Islington Subway Station.

6.15 p.m.

Chilean F

__;;.;..;;;.~...;;...;;.;;.;;...;.;;;_,;_.;;..

Leave University
Mon. to Fri.-3.15 p.m. & 5.00 p.m.
Fridays - 12:35 p.m. & 3.45 p.m.
Return Buses from Toronto to Campus
Mon to Fri - 7:00 am

Thursday September 27, Thursday

Individual Tickets Available from Driver
Toronto and London buses loop via University, Westmount, Columbia and Phillip, serving
designated stops. Buses will stop on signal at intermediate points en route and along
University Ave.

ADDITIONAL DAILY EXPRESS SERVICE
FROM KITCHENER BUS TERMINAL
See Time Table No. 4
BUY "1 0-TRIP TICKETS" AND SAVE MONEY!
· 10 Rides
WATERLOO-TORONTO ..................... $24.65
Tickets have no expiry date; they do not have to be used by purchaser; they may be used
from Kitchener Terminal or from. Waterloo

Tickets and Information for this University Service Available at the Games Room, S.U.B.

KITCHENER
BUS TERMINAL
Gaukel & Joseph Streets

the fir
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bookstore, from page 1

The National News
Royal

BY

~

SPECIALIST

Now!

NY
CERTS

$11.00 (full -ttme)

Marcel Suave
it has been police custom
on the Hill
out printed material
that it is neither obscene
~matory . He could offer no
why the group of
,tudents were cited an
ational Capital Comregulation when they
to the police action.
i'egulations for its property
the public do not apply on
idament Hill.
IDOitesman for tbe group said
students were invited
P"rliament Hill office of the
after they sought to
the leaflets.
the students were told
constables had been ornot to allow the distribution
IIIJDphlets on the Hill.
can be said until the
fully investigated,"
ierintendent Marcel Suave said.

merger other than the fact that the
two administrations are merging
and the institutions' names are
changing.

became part of the University
Western Ontario September 1
under the new name, Faculty of
Education.

Fewer Jobs for Grads

Queen's may

have access to indicates that this
figure represents about 3 percent
of the total operating volume of the
Bookstore, although this figure
may have decreased since, as the
Bookstore has increased its of-

London <CUPJ-Only 72 percent of withdraw from OFS
AUTHOWJ'ITLE
the students at Althouse college
<CUP J-Certain
were hired this year compared to Kingston
members of the Queen's university Porter, John
85 percent hired last year.
From the statistics released, student council , the external af- The Vertical Mosiac
earlier this month by the Althouse fairs commissioner among them, U of T Press 1965
College Placement Centre, 478 of are advocating that Queen 's leave Grant , George
the 669 grads seeking employment the Ontario Federation of Lament for a Nation
McCellan and Stewart 1965
were able to find jobs.
Students.
External Mfairs Commissioner, Robin, Martin
Hiring rates were highest in
Home Economics, Art, Music, with Kiloran German, told the Queen's ca'nadian Provincial Politics
Journal that while Queen 's con- Prentice-Hall 1972
100 percent of the graduates
tributes over $2,000 annually to the Random House College Dictionary
securing jobs.
The lowest hiring rates were in OFS coffers, the students receive Skinner B.F .
Environmental Science with only almost nothing worthwhile in Walden Two
35 percent able to secure jobs and return . She felt that Queen's would MacMillan 1948
in Political Science where only 37 be better off if they were to opt out Aristotle's Politics
of the OFS and act independently Penquin Classics 1962
percent were hired.
Computer Science and Math or in co-operation with other Plato's Memo
were the other best-sellers this universities as it it suits the John Milton: Proset Poems
Hughes Merrit Odessy Press, 1957
year along with Physics all of students best interest.
The proposal to opt out of the Sprague and Taylor
which ran above a 70 percent
OFS will be brought up at the next Knowledge and Value
average hiring rate.
Despite this year's drop in student union meeting at Queen's Harcourt, Bruce and World, 1959
hiring, Dean Stabler said the on Wednesday night. Some reasons Coleman, James C.
employment picture was better for the decision are that OFS Abnormal Psychology
than expected. Last May when debates often become sidetracked Scott, Forseman 1972
students left, we anticipated only from educational issues to politics Alston, Brandt
50 to 60 percent would find jobs, and irrelevant issues . Also, Problems of Philosophy
German claims
that OFS Allyn and Baron, 1967
Stabler said.
Stabler reported that over 80 delegates tend to be unrepres- Psychology, the Hybird
percent of the elementary school entative of their home campuses. McLunhon, John Science
teachers fared very well, with A third problem is that the Prentice Hall, 1972
"well over 80 percent securing distance between Ontario cam- Hilgard, Atkinson and Atkinson
puses makes it difficult to hold Introduction to Psychology
positions."
Horcourt Brace Jovanovich 1953
Althouse College of Education frequent OFS meetings .

ferings of gift and miscellaneous
items , and thus its total volume .
Here is a list of books at random
from the WLU bookstore and
compared with the books selling at
Waterloo with regards to price.
Prices were in effect at the week of
September 10-17.

Waterloo price

WLU
$6.00

$4.00

$1.20

$1.75

$4.55

$4.95

$7 .95
$2.45

$7 .95
$2.65

$1.05

$1.50

$0.85
$9.45

$0.85
$9.65

$10.75

$11.55

$13 .05

$14.05

$9.80

$10.70

$10.85

$10.55

·$11.75

$12.65

s.... 2: 30 p.m .

and Sir George decided to
last spring primarily to
Loyola's threatened
Administration officials
_ merger will cut ad~uve costs. The two inare both located in
but are separated by
student councils at both
IIWUOOS, never having felt the·
co-operate before, are
negotiate a Combined
Union <CSU l. Sir George
council president David
says, 'We are presenting a
front on everything. Of
there are internal
difficulties still to be

--.._

/--~:-:-:;;;;_~_;i~i

student council has
convincing reasons for their

FOR

And thats the troth!
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look, you don't have to
lell me all that crap ....

"New"

I alrPad\' know the ston

1

1s

about Christmas ....

,--,1/:~).fj~
~~
I know, I know the kid

Student
ltnws are "a changing". And so are students.
lt>n yPars ago studPnts at a university were members of an elite.
llwy v. PrP part of an exuberant, aggressive educated minority . Student
t•vt•nh wPrP evprwhelmed with participants , and some, such as the
\\I U \\ intpr Carnival wPre national events. People became involved in
.11 tivitiPs as a nwans of relaxing from a grinding intellectual envtronnwnt I xcess energy was burned up to match the amount of
nwntal PnPrgy that had been lost .
I ivc· years ago, studPnts at a university were members of a selfrt>.lli;Pd PlitP. Radicalism had swept the college campus and "ad hoc "
1onHnittP~·s wPrP being formed to investigate everything from the
nHH<1I1ty of thP VietNam war (how long ago it seems) to the role of the
,tudt>nt in thP university community. They were members of an
cng,mt;t>d, aggrpssive, stimulated elite. To top it off they shared the
qu,d1ty with thE'ir predecessors of being intellectually aware. They
d1tlt>rPd tb ~;togh, from the earlier brand of student in that they com_ _ ...._,_• thPir status as intellectuals with their position as active people
I )urtng c la~sPs th1s new group of 'conscious' students thought , and out
ol c 1<1"1'' plottPd to implement their well-considered plans. Their
.11 t I\. tty took thP form of protest and it became the rule rather than the
t''\1 Ppt ion
I odd\·, brePd of student is, unfortunately, different. Generally
'IH'dk111g, thPre are thrE'e types of people: those that 'think', those that
do dtHI tho,c• that both 't hink ' and 'do'. Now, in the 'good old days ' of
lto'h hop' ,mel big PVPnts the pPople that went to university were
thtnkn". ,mel 'th inkPr doPrs ' University has always been attractive to
hoi h 1ho,c• c <Jtl•gorips 1 he third category. the plain old 'doe rs ' ended
up II'd\ tng '< hool at onP level or another because they just weren't
'lil t I'd .J< .Jdt·mtc .1lly or tempermentally
I 1 <'n I lid' yt•,u' ago, thP univPrsity attracted 'thinkers ' and the
thtnkt·r dcwr,· Hov.Pvl'r the radicaliLation that took place tran'lornwd <1 grc•,Jt numbc•r of thP platn 't hinkers ' into 'thi nker / doers'. As
tlw 1.1nk' ol <Hll' dPpiPtt>d, the other swPIIed in size until the radical
.1c t tv'''' 11 Prl' c <ll><lbiP of <hallengtng the system. composed of both
llllll'dll< rat' <~nd a< adt•mt< ians. both typPs of which tend to be
' thlllkl'r, · 1\v tim tinw, thP 'doe rs ' had a school system of thPir own,
1111' <OI11111Untty <oiiPgPS
I ong .1go tlw 'thtnkPr doer~· wpre an energetic bunch of innocent
IH'oplt· llwn. thP 'thtnkPr <ioPrs' bpcame aware and became instilled
11 tlh l<'lt ,mel lt>tt IPaning idt>ology Unfortuanately in their efforts to
rt'\<lmp tlw 'Y'iPill more to thE'ir liking these leftist activists were
<onlrontc·d 11 tth <1 wall of bureall( ratic inertia that was, at the time,
unhl'<li.Jhll' llwy wPrt' unable to effect their desires, became
dt,tllu,tolwd ,1nd IPft thP ~<hool system.
llut. t lw It'! t . by rt•moving itself from the acadm i~ system drained it
ol 1lw <orc• ol t•nprgl't ir p~ople that had provided the drive and energy
ol llw c omnHmtty I h1s is not a <riticism of the left . Rather it is
tc·c ognttton ol tlw1r idc•,1b, dnd more importantly their ability to act on
lh<'lll 1\ut, h\ IP,wtng thPy havP created a vacuum in the university
'\ ''('111

llw l,ngp '<alP dt>il'< t1on to thP IPft in the late sixties decimated the
t.Jnk' ol tlw 111no< c•nt 'thtnkPr dOl·rs'. Today, there is a stigma at!ached
lo tlw .11 ttvc· llltPIIP< tualnanwly that he must , by necessity, be a left''' '.t•\c•r lor onc• monwnt a< knowiPdging the possibility of a stance as
ttght<''' 'thtnkl'r dol'r· tho'P ,lpproa< hing university age now see the
onh ,d tt •rndttw to thoughful <H ttvity, to be pure activity. Con'<·qut·nt lv . pro,pc•< tivc• 'thi nkPr doPrs ' have forsaken the possibility
ol unt\t'i''tl\ to 'l'ttiP tor thP pPa<P of the 'doer' and so have con''d~"'~'d tlw <ommuntly <o'\E'gPs as thE' only possible scene of higher
l'dlH dt lOll
1111, lt'd\l'' tlw untvPr,ilit>o, o,orPiy ~hort of <ompPtPnt artivP tn lt·lltt.:<·nt pt·oplc• Unl\l'r'tiH'' h<lvP lwc onw a '>O< ial pia< t>holdPr I h.1t
'' tht·\ ,nt• tlw pi,H <'' v\lll'rl' onc• <an''' avotding all <onfli< t with thP
tl',litt\ ol tlw \\oriel ,mel 'dtl'ly Jld'~ dwdy threP or more y(•ars while
1111dtng orw 'I'll' Unlortulhlll<•y, lor thl'm, thl' po~'ibility of 'finding
onr· 'I'll' '' qtlltc• dtllt< ult rn c111 Pnvtronnwnt of tranquility and
P""" tl\ 11iwrr· tlwrc· '' no JHl"ihtltty of prewnttng orw\ tdl'd' for
p11hl11 '< rutlll\. o~nd IH'thdp' publt< cit'< rl'dit Tht> tmulilrity of toddy\
unt\t't'tl\ 'tudc·nt 11 til ultrnldtt·lv lw ht' downfall 1hc• wholl''>dll'
t <'J!'< t ton ol meaningful activity hd' onc• < omPquPn< c• in thP rejP< tion
ol 11H'<lntng quo~ 11H'dntng 111 gt•nr·r,ll
By Dave Schultz

wrote a letter to the New
York Times

Ya,

Y~.

and lht• Pditor said

"Virdnia, Sanra ( l:tus

•lo{'~

exist"

Santa Claus does exist, but
the state or Virginia is a figment"·>·l

What's that, its all a Jle 0

The Cord welcomes letters on any topic. letters will be printed if they are signed, but a pseudonym may
used at the request of the author. All letters may be mailed to THE CORD WEEKLY, STUDENT BOAROO
PUBLICATIONS, WLU, WATERLOO ONTARIO. Or, they may be placed in mail boxes provided in the Sl
TV lounge and in the Torque Room.

The

Needs Volunteers

Community Services
Probably one of the most active
departments on campus so far
this year has been the Community
Services Bank. You've probably
already heard rumours as to our
existence, but do you really know
what the Community Services
Bank is all about? If you're bored
or complaining that you have
nothing to do, or if you have lots to
do, but find what you're doing to
be a drag, then it's obvious that
you've missed out somewhere.
Come on up to the Student
Council office and we'll fill you in
on our volunteer programs. Not
only does a volunteer job give you
something worthwhile to do, it
gives you some practical experiences in a work situation.
(Something that University is not

all that well known for') Let me
tell you about some of the
programs we can place you with.
Canadian Mental Health
Association:-this agency has
several different programs.
One of these called "Friends"
allows you to work on a one to
one level with a child who's
having difficulty in the public
school system. Another is
,called the "One to One
Relationship". Here you have
the opportunity to work with a
former psychiatric patient
helping him or her to readjust
to the community after their
hospita Iizat ion.
Our Separate School Board
will let you work within their

system as a Teacher's Ate
This is a good way of findill!
out whether the teachill!
profession is really for you
The Developmental Cenlr!
needs people to work there or
a one to one level with ·
retarded child. All they ask;
for a three hour block of trm
once a week.
These are just a few of the f
we have available-but don't st
there. If YOU have anything t~
you are particularly interested
come and tell us about it. Th~
may be someone who is interes
in the same thing.
You can contact us in the SA
office or phone us at 884-136
WE NEED YOUR HELPI

The Cord needs a
Mon & Tues
PRODUCTION -free
nights
MANAGER -no typing necessary
and
-free Mon & Tues
TYPISTS
afternoons

Staff meetings Thursday 7p·m
all welcom e

"Chnst ·
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RIGHT THINKING

Can the Energy Crisis Destroy Israel?

by Robert K. Rooney
l'lw \rab stall'S haH' finallv
ltll'lh:l·<l onto \\hat may provt• to
tM• lhPir ~n·alesl weapon agamst
1,1'r of lsr,1el. \\hat has
llll' •tw gn.•ttesl danger to the
h~IIP ~I,Jrl \dueh has continually
n .. tclt , sh,llnhles out of well
1trpperl Arab .lrmlt's'? The an,\t'l''snli ormoreaccuratelv. the
nul•as•~~ consumption in the L SA
llf pl•lrokum produl'ls
(';mlrar) to popular belief. most
Ill thl' IM'troleum now in use in the
Lmted State~ does not come from
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could have a number of meanings.
Kissinger may feel the ties of
kinship with his beleaguered coreligionists in Israel and so keep
the l 'SA on its present course of
ht•lping Israel. There is the danger
that he may bend over backwards
to show his objectivity and so leave
Israel to the tender mercies of AI
Fatah, the PFLP and other
savages.
How the US could abandon the
Jews and still retain their selfrespect is an interesting question.
The Arab terrorists have promised
that Israelis will be slaughtered en
masse (although not to the
Western press l. Israel is the only
civilized. Westernized country in
the area thev . have reclaimed
.Judt•a fr~m th'e wasteland which
the Arabs made it and made it
bloom again. Everyone regrets the
plight of the wretched refugees
stampeded out of their country by
their own leaders in spite of Jewish
pleas to stay. The political football
which the collection of despots,
demagogues and the demented
who call themselves Arab leaders

puts the expressions of sympathy
by these worthies beyond the pale
of credibility. Three times the
present number of refugees could
be made self-sufficient in the
Fertile Crescent between the
Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. It
would indeed be expensive but how
much goes to the Bolsheviks for
MiGs and T-56's? If the money
spent on arms in the Middle East
were spent on people instead. it
would cease to be a trouble spot.
It is to be hoped that the Arabs
can eventually learn to cope with
the fact of Isral'i and that a mutual
tolerance can evolve . If the da1
comes when USA backs down in
the face of Arab threats . Israel
may he destroyed and force will
become the superior of reason
again. The independent state of
Palestine can never come about,
the established Arab governments
will squabble over the ruins of
Israel. Over all of the Eastern
Mediterranean will creep a Red
shadow and the Arabs will suffer.
Hopefully that day will never
come .

Oh, Say, Can You See

VICe

are just a few of the f1les
available-but don't stop
YOU have anything t hat
particularly interested m
d tell us about it. Th ere
someone who is interested
me thing.
n contact us in the SAC
phone us at 884- 1360.
NEED YOUR HELP!

Fra4lce . Italy and other nations .
Franct•. once the chief supplier of
arms to Israel. now woos the
Arabs to the extent of supplying
Libya with Mirage fighters once
earmarked for Israel. The United
States now sends the Phantoms
and Skyhawks with which Israel
safeguards her territory. The USA
has stepped up its shipments of
planes to Israel and one wonders if
this is to enable the IAF to keep a
sufficient reserve of combat
aircraft to offset Israeli losses
from the continued depredations of
hostile Arab forces. If the USA
must cease arms shipments to the
embatlll'd Israelis. an event which
could occur if the Yanks
were faced with an oil embargo,
hopefully the world would be
spared the horror of seeing
Palestint• 'lib<'rated' by the extermination of every Jew in it, a
certain consequence of an Arab
victory.
Will the United States abandon
Israel? The recent assumption of
office by Dr. Kissinger, the first
Jewish Secretary of State ever,
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as a Teacher's A1d.
is a good way of findi ng
whether the teachi ng
sion is really for you.
Developmental Centre
people to work there on
e to one level with a
child. All they ask ;s
three hour block of ti me
a week.

the Arabian peninsula. Only about
15 percent of the fuel devoured by
the American market comes from
this source. The problem is that
most of the oil reserves for the
future lie under the sands of
Arabia. The rei a lively strong
support which the United States
has been able to throw behind
Israel has been a result of
American reliance on other oil
reserves. Then, too, Arab leaders
like King Feisal of Saudi Arabia
have been traditionally more
afraid of Soviet-backed revplutions in the Iraqi model,
than they have been enraged at
Israel's existance. Now, with the
Soviets humbled (slightly l by the
Egyptian ouster of Red military
personnel .the Arab reactionaries
like I<'eisal have linked hands with
revolutionaries like Gaddafi of
Libya, the better to dismember the
Jewish State.
l\luch of Europe now depends on
the Arabs for oil and their int·n•asmg n•liance has ht•en mirrored by the gt••wral retreat from
support of Israel on the pa~t of

fr,7

by Ke n Pope
An t•ver present element in the
Canadian political arena is the
issu<' of foreign, particularly
American. control and ownership
of Canadian ownership of
Canadian n·sources It has sprung
up to chscomf it Liberal and Conservative governments since
Confederation, yet never seems to
lose relevence.
This issue \\as brought to thl'
fore n•ct•ntl~ \1 hen David Ll'wis
warned that unless the federal
government stepped in the
Athabaska Oil Sands would be
given over to an American consortium for development. Mr.
Lewis predicted that the Sands,

containing half the World's known
recoverable oil reserves, would
become Canada's major source of
black gold by 1980. The importance
of this and other resources in the
development of the Canadian
economy cannot be overemphasized . The current energy
crisis in the USA should be sufficient evidence . Even if the
American
companies
were
allowed to produce only for the
Canadian market. the revenue
would flow back to the states while
providing relatively few employnwnt opportunities in this
capital -intensive industry.
American companies control
over ninety percent of the
Canadian petroleum industry (plus

a controlling or major interest in • similarity of lifestyles, Canadians
almost everything else left to h<t-\il' not understood that thev
Canadian businessmen l.
must vigorously protect thei.r
If our politicians are too gutless economic independence. A conto repatriate our economy, at least tinental energy policy. through
they can stop further takeovers . formal agreement or unintentional
Who can doubt that the Oil Sands default. regulates parliament to
will turn a profit? What possible just another interest group lobreason can be given for not step- bying
for
concessions
in
ping in and calling a halt to the
Washington. We must move
lt•galizl•d roblwrv '' 1\o countrv in quickly if we don't want our
the world has the degree of for.eign
children to han• dubious privilege
control or as few protective laws of running for Pn•sident .
as Canada. The oilrich Arab states
of the Middle East came to realize Gov~rnment Guidelines for
in a very short time the potential
Foreign Corporations:
leverage against uncontrolled
1.
Take only what you really want.
economic aggression that oil gives
2. Leave us some if you can.
them. Whatever the cause, be it
3. Thank you.
American advertising or the

The political Christ: a Rep ly
by Alan leigh
Tht• articll' in last week 's Cord.
Chnsl . Socwlist or Capitalist ..
deserves some criticism which
w1ll . hopefully, by bringing some
!acts into proper perspective,
elimi nate any confusion and
misunderstanding that may have
anse
First of all the author distorts
b1bhcal matters when he emphasizes J esus' wealthy friends,
then proceeds to force an interpretati on from Luke 20:25, part
or which he leaves out ... .. and
unto God the things that are
God's". The article does not mentton that J esus also had friends
who defi nitely advocated political
change and revolution in order to
deliver them from Roman hands
whtch occupied them at the time .
These were revolutionaries of the
lime. The article does not mention
the fact that the Scribes and Chief
Priests had sent spies out to try
and trap Jesus with the question

"is it lawful for us to give tribute
unto Caesar '' ". thus gi\·ing them
justification for his arrest . Indeed.
they wanted a comm1tment ot
allegiance from Jesus because of
his earlier teaching. They
reasoned that if Jesus said no, they
could arrest him under Roman
law: and if he said "yes", then
they could claim that his earlier
teachings were lies. But Jesus was
no fool. He knew what they were
trying to do. Thus. he answered
wisely "Show me a penny.
L11ke 20:25, Thus. in view of this
new complexion placed upon the
situation. this passagt• does not
shm1
Christ's absolute indifference towards anything that
happens in a political sphere.
The Hebrews didn't divide the
world up between the sacred and
the secular in the way that we
people today tend to dn . It was
considered God's world. and as
such every aspect of it was sacred.
Thus. how cou ld Jesus be

politically indifferent? Today.
unfortunately. we tend to compartmentalize our lives into different spheres. Quite often we
become too narrow in our concepts
and do not relate these different
sphere . The article seemed to
compartmentalize the different
areas of activity and was too
conceptually narrow .
Secondly. the article is phrased
in vague abstractions. Indeed,
Jesus was concerned with the one
version of man and wanted God to
direct his life for his freedom. but
what does this nwan''
Thirdly. I question Christians
who are unfair and dishonest in
their criticisms of Karl Marx . lie
was not critical of Christ. per se , as
was suggested. but rather he
looked down upon organized
Christianity. They are not
necessarily th<' same. Marx's
main criticism of Christianity was
it's role in the perpetuation of
capitalism . Whatever we may
think of 1\larx. and whether or not

we accept his conclusions, we the sum of individuals. Thus we
cannot deny the oppressive nature must look also at the social level.
of ·the church in his day. Even To emphasize one dimension of
today. many people use the Bible man at the expense of another is a
to support their right -wing politics . distortion. The bible emphasizes
Sometimes they can be quite lloth . Indeed. this can lead to a
destructive and malicious in their misunderstanding of "freedom ..
criticism of the Left . Any in- which is also a key concept in
stitution. such as the church, 1\larxism. It is necessary to
which propagates this kind of fear examinl' such concepts and their
as indicated by the right-wing implications at various levels
defensive backlash of ill-informed other-r·ise we may argue crossarguments does takt' away man's purposes.
freedom.
Thus. last weeks article was
Also. at the most fundamental somewhat intellectually dishonest
il•vel. Christ came to teach us to be in that references were made out
better human beings and not to of context to both the sayings of
liberate man through religion.
Christ and l\1arx. There is much
These issues are important and disagreement bl'lween 1\Jarx and
should be carefully considered 1\larxism. and Christianitv and
espl•cially in re lation to last weeks Christ. llowevt•r. Christ may not
article. II ow could Christ advocate have disagreNI with 1\larx's
the welfare of man. and also be stall'nwnt
"in
the
past.
politically indifferent., Surely. he philosophers have sought to un must also be concerned about derstand the world. the point is to
man ' s social dilemmas . in- change it. .. Whilt• the quest ion is
stitutions and so on. Furthpr more. intriquing. Christ 11·as neither
socil'ly is made up of mon• than \lan.;ist nor Christian.

Conspiracy:
The Radical left has long
castigated members of the right
and far right as being blind
paranoids who have concocted
grandiose theories of international
conspiracies originating in
Moscow, as in the International
Communist Conspiracy; or in
Zurich, the source of the International Jewish Conspiracy.
Unfortunately , for the left, it too
has caught the conspiracy 'bug'.
It's ability to spot international
cabals dedicated to the eventual
enslavement of an ignorant world
has matured to such an extent that
the left-wing paranoids now rival
their brothers on the right in their
·depth of perception' and
imaginative powers. In fact, the
left has surpassed the right and
can now detail the history of
unilateral (read American) attempts to take over the world.
However, the competition in the
conspiracy manufacturing field is
fast and furious, and consequently
both groups sometimes come up
with the same theory, even going
so far as to name the same names.
Conspiracies are definitely
creatures of logic and facts, but
this does not imply any essential
reasonableness. For example, one
of the theories to be studied in
greater length later~ the Insiders,
bases itself on some sound principles of economics, international
relations and a series of direct
quotations. However, this theory is
not tenable. To suppose that there
is a group of international financiers that actually own the USSR
and the central banks of most of
the m<dnr--':":~t:~~tries sounds rather
dosurd, which it is. Similarly, the
effort by the left to conclusively
prove the American involvement
in the planning and support of the
recent Chilean coup, while
probably justifiable, nevertheless
lacks substance and plain ordinary
thought.

Chile:
The 'Capitalist' coup
The United States Government
has always had a strong commitment to maintaining a strong
involvement in South American
affairs. The reasons are varied but
primarily they consist of economic
and geographical rationales;
geographically, simply because of
the proximity of South America
and economically, because of the
role of South America as a supplier
of raw materials to the U.S.
economy. The two become united
when we look at the U.S. defense
posture. South America is close
and so must be included in defense
plans, for one reason, because of
the existence of the Panama
Canal, and secondly because of the
possibilty of guerrilla warfare that
may be related to foreign powers,
notably China and Russia.
Guerrilla warfare may deny the
U.S. the use of the Panama Canal
and necessary raw materials. So,
like it or not, by virtue of it's role
as a major power, the States has a
definite reason for concern over
South American a Hairs . However,
this does not necessarily mean that
the U.S. government attempts to
subvert South American governments, although it is possible, and
maybe even likely. But, it is not
necessarily true, contrary to what
a Canadian University Press
release may say.
CUP is the national university
press co-operative of which the
Cord is a member. In an article

dated September 13 they outline
the 'proof' that Nixon and his
cohorts took "a large role in
initiating" the Chilean coup. The
proof is:
1l
After Allende became
President of Chile in 1970, the
United States suspended all
foreign aid to the country. It
prevented Chile from obtaining
loans from the World Bank.
2) In 1973 United States military
aid to Chile totalled 12.3 million
dollars, 900 thousand of which went
to the training of military personnel.
3l The Washington Post quoted an
ex-U.S. ambassador to Chile as
saying that the CIA spent $20
million to prevent the election of
Allende in 1964.
4 l The victor in the 1964 election,
Eduardo Frei, was the darling of
the U.S. initiated "Alliance for
Progress''.
5 l Chile received the most U.S.
aid per capita of any country in the
world during 1964-1970.
6l Seven people attached to the
U.S. embassy in Chile are listed in
the "Who's Who in the CIA"
published in East Germany.
7) When a member of a rightist
para-military group was killed in a
car accident in Chile, he was found
to be carrying $50,000 in Ame.r.!can
currency.
8l The American ambassador to
Chile arrived in Washington on
Friday Sept. 7, met with Henry
Kissinger and returned to Chile the
day before the coup.
9l A white house staff member,
Dean Hinton is thought to have
helped co-ordinate the coup.
10) On Wednesday, Sept 12, 36
hours after the coup began, the
U.S. recognized the military junta.
The Nixon administration admitted knowing 48 hours in advance that the coup was to take
place.
"All these facts point to at least a
substantial involvement of the
American government in the antidemocratic coup".
Thus, the "conspiracy" to
deprive Chileans of their
democratic rights is described for
all to see. Now, the conspiracy
does in fact rest on a number of
spurious
facts
and
upon
questionable or non-existent facts.
The facts do prove two things,
firstly that the United States
Government, which by the way is
not synonymous with the Nixon
Administration, knew of the coup
beforehand; and secondly, the U.S.
has a history of concern over
Chilean politics which is grave
enough to warrant CIA investigation of the situation, and
even action in the 1964 election.
However, the 'facts' do not prove a
U.S. involvt!ment in the coup.
Specifically numbers 1,4 and 5
show no more than American
affection for the ex-president of
Chile. In reference to point 2,
because the U.S. gave money to
Chile to train officers, and the coup
was a military one, there is no
necessary relationship between
the two facts. Point number three
proves nothing in relation to the
coup. Number six names a rather
dubious source, unless one is
'into' accepting East German
biographies as accurate. Point 7
proves nothing more than the
acceptance of American currency
as an international medium of
exchange. which it still is even if
less valuable than three years ago.
Finally, number 9 is too ridiculous
to consider seriously. No source,

no fact, just " ... is thought".
The United States may indeed
have been involved in the coup, but
the outlined facts do not prove this
involvement. Rather, this
correllation of facts succeeds only
in "proving" a ten year old conspiracy to deprive Chileans of their
"rightful representatives". Nixon
and h;s boys have long been
plotting such a move, we are told
to believe, and have succeeded
only recently. The conspiracy
model of the coup assumes the
standard Marxist doctrine of class
warfare, but also assumes a
'world' view which will be con-

concocted book, but even more
unusual for it seemed that almost
everyone who read it added his
own
"discoveries"
and
"revelations" to the already
published version. Furthermore,
the dubious nature of the book was
continually being admitted by
major publishers, writers and so
on during the years between WWI
and WWII, but those that accepted
the Protocols as truth termed the
critics of the book, fellow conspirators. The Protocols, in fact,
played a large part in Hitler's plan
to exterminate the entire Jewish
'race'. In the United States, the

means, that quite literally, nu alcitrant
leftist groups in North Arne phere of
and all communist organizat her static v
in the world, follow a direct
tions. or
line. No actions are accide at ion but it
and no statements are unplarmme world
In the United States, the vwuslv in
munists have even infiltra dean c"oup.
various sectors of the govern he elabora
consequently, no congressma ry, and
president IS ever free of.
position,
Moscow dupes. All politic f " choice
must stand on gu~rd to. pre lue of lea
being roped mto blindly a1dmg
communists. And no citizens
.
accept the word of a govern
official who more likely than fJcJ~nl to
has communists on his staff. lammg If
The primary depository of·
communist conspirators' was When the I
John
Birch
Society,
d a hack
organization dedicated to rl 1arx
principles of a free, repubhoquest c
FEIFFER
America (republican small nirt>sto ..
that would fight Moscow It is only
Peking on all fronts. Howe~ the
f,~'XOJI 141c; {c, 7Hf
even this conspiracy model need the
C~\litSS! W(Vf
insufficiently complex ford do not
CCI
Birchers who have in the last ause they
years established one of the f A clique
and neatest conspiracy m~r not only
the 'Insiders'.
mmunism
aven mightily
pg 75
pecifically,
, .d
The story of t he 1ns1 ers at a group
contained in a book by Gary A ably
_called 'None Dare Call It
kefellers
spiracy', published by a Bi uallnside~s
wtv& CvT OFF ~
Society company.
take over
/!; Cf F(/f(f!GN
The Insider's theory works thods. The
I
the assumption that internati trol a ccn
financiers are malevolent ntry and thus
greedy. This is more than partlalt countries
true. They are at least greedy.condly. t
they wouldn't be internatu11a game of ·
financiers. However, a sec~ h1ch the
assumption that there Js'Ong, the
'bankrolling' scheme used to f re is
wars, revolutions and coups, tllnmon masses
gives the financiers control o ld gove
the leaders of a country, its cen rs "·~1
bank or both.
o achieve
On page 38 it says:
r ~ave
No government can borro'>~' ry 1mp?rtan
money unless willing to surre years me
to the creditor some measure rx. c r
sovereignty as collateral. C
tainly international bankers te., . the
have loaned hundreds of billioll! I hev1k
dollars to governments around nkrolling of H
world command considera World War I
o t ewrythi
influence in the polcies of
governments ... if the ruler gets ntJOn The
of line the banker can finance aders control
enemy or rival.
This paragraph illustrates
major methods of the conspi~
manufacturer. The first is that
Paul W
assumes a point, fails to prove
because of the 'obvious' nature
the fact, and then bases his en
argument on the assumpti
Here, the assumption is that
international bankers requ
collateral for their loans
governments, (which do actua:
Jacob
take place l, and that this is t:lt
in 'control' or power. This is~
false. When the government of
sidered later, after giving a few book increased already present country floats a loan il does m
more Conspiracies.
anti-semitic feelings particularly need to put up capital because
in the south and west.
loan is financed by a bond i
Yet the full impact of the which, as in pri.vale business.
The 'Insiders',
Protocols lies not in the anti- done on the ' good name' o!
semitism it created, but in the way concerned. No collateral
Bankers to kings
it established a mental climate necessary because payment
The Protocols of the Elders of among radical right groups that guaranteed by the statements
Zion is a series of detailed in- fostered the pasttime of "con- the bond.
structions designed by the Jewish spiracy manufacturing". The next
The second point that t
community to conquer the world. big "conspiracy" to come ·into paragraph illustrates is t
First published in 1905 in Russia, it fashion was the International assumption of the 'push-pu
is estimated that the work is one of Communist Conspiracy, which relationships in internatio
the most highly distributed works slated, very simply, tnat tnere IS politics. If one of the financi
of all time, second only to the an organization, taking direct feels he is losing control over
Bible. The work was unique in that orders from Moscow, dedicated to government. or pull, he funds
it was originally a completely turning the world Communist. This enemy and thus pushes t

he extremists' delight
rdnt gowrnment back into
ph!·re of influence This is a
IOII... ther static view of international
tons. or of any type of
..w.._1auons hut it also depends on the
world view mentioned
in reference to the
lean c'oup.
The elaborateness of the insider
, and the unreasonableness
It IOn, can be Illustrated by
fl'\\ choice quotes The shock
c......... nuf learning that all historians
been 'wrong' and that only
Btrch Society ts 'right' is
tent to make the book enIf not laughable .

by Dave Schultz

James McCord , the ringleader of in fact a paid spy of the lures. overtly as in the case of the
the Watergate burglars is Rockefellers who worked to in- left, or less obviously through the
probably a double agent and. thus filtrate the Nixon Administration process of organic growth as exhis capture was engineered right and to "blow the cover on their pressed by the right. Nevetheless ,
The man who exerts this power from the beginning , as was his activities" .
the changes that come about in
in the western hemisphere is none 'squealing' about higher inThus any way you look at it, society are necessary, and come
other than the heir to the oil for- volvement. Who does McCord Nelson Hockefeller comes off as a about as a result of the efforts of
tune of his grandfather, and four work for . In a moment, but first very powerful mari . and Nixon as men. not necessarily powerful , but
times governor of New York, the proof .
his innocent puppet.
rather correct in their ideas .
Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller. His
I ) McCord is a skilled man,
position is particularly important. trained at his craft of intelligence
He is the progeny of an 'Insider' work by the FBI , the CIA and the
marriage of an Aldrich, who is air force . To think that he would
responsible for the Federal plan an operation in which he
Reserve
System,
and
a would be caught is absurd. A good
Rockefeller who is just plain filthy man cannot get caught.
rich. In essence Rockefeller is the
21 When captured McCord
power behind the throne as far as remained silent. Later he decided
the United States is concerned. to talk . The swttch supports
Wht•n the League of Just Men "Nelson Hockefeller and Richard 'Oglesby's hunch about the double
.t h.1rk rcvolutwnary named
Nixon are theortecially political agent role'.
larx to write a blueprmt for enemies, but Rocky arranged '68
3 ) McCord changed lawyers
c~U\'sl called Thr Communist elections so that if he could not be
after being unable to get bail with
·r'J. .•nlfr~to " pg 41
President, someone whom he the old one . Furthermore, his new
nly log1cal to assume that controlled would be". The caption lawyer is a member of a group
lhP mlernational finaniciers for picture on the same pg 112 investigating the assassination of
cd the Bolshevik Hevolution :savs. "The boss and his two em- J .F . Kennedy .
do not fear it, it must be ployees .. . Hocky. President
Thus having 'established' MeNixon and Henry Kissinger con- Cords role as a double agent we
f~ausP they control it." pg.7:l
~hque of Amencan finan · fer" .
can now outline the nature of his
not only helped to establsih
'bosses'.
FANNING THI CHILEAN liGHT
munism 111 Hussia but has Watergate: the left
The United States Government
mightily ever since to keep
is controlled by two warring
pg 75
factions, the Yankees and the
pertftcally , the theory states discover the 'Insiders'
Power as a necessity for social
Cowboys. The former, are all older Power Politics
a group of very nch men,
change is helpful , and even vital to
hly
the
Kennedy::;,
The whole Watergate business established families who have
the Marxist position , but does not
'--uu·-~"n'ellers, and :\!organs are
has given the American and made their money in industry and
originate purely in wealth . Power
lns1ders and are attempting Canadian people a new insight into on Wall Street. Because of their
The drive to create such con- also has a source in persuasion,
on·r the world by two the opt•ration of the U.S. govern- status as controllers of multionaethods The first is to create or ment but has also shed new light national corporations these spiracies derives from a particular charisma, and various other nona central hank for every on the operation of government in families have strong economic ties view of social relations on the part absolute attributes.
Now as for the extremists of
to Europe and Japan. This group of the radical left and right. Ex,nA-...mlr~· and thus have control over general. People now understand
right and left, their position , after
to
be
Jess includes the Kennedys the tremism, regardless of which end
l countnes monetary stru,cture. government
·ondly. they wtll usc thts control statesmanlike than they thought, Hockefellers and the Roosevelts. of the spectrum it occupies looking at these three conspiracy
theories, is that power is in the
a game of internatiOnal poht1cs and more concerned with influence They are "basic Yankees". The operates on a set of assumptions
1ll11ch lltt• 11 e<tk 11 til b(' made and nwneuvering . However, second group , the Cowboys , that facilitate creation of con- hands of an elite majority , that
they are powerful because of the
the strong w('ak, until Watergate has left a legacy in the centered in the south and south- spiracies .
The traditional view of the right inherent power of their cash , and
tfftctent drive among the conspiracy field. It seems that the west made their money in oil and
'agribusiness'.
Oglesby wing, or conservative position, has
that these men will at all times
masses of men to create a theory of the Birchers, the 'Insider the
go1·ernmcnt whtch tlw in - conspiracy, is now shared by some mentions Howard Hughes and J . been that of the organization of attempt to direct the course of the
members of the left, giving it Pail Getty as Cowboys . (In- society . Just as a plant or animal world. The world is a zero-sum
11111 form and control
rhteve these ends the In- support that either corroborated cidentally it has been along time needs specialized parts, all with game where one man's loss is
have participated in almost the Birchers story, or destroys it. since Getty lived in the United varied 'interest' to function and another man's gain . Those who
Writing in Grape, the "Van- Stales. and also a long time since grow , so society needs specialized implicated Nixon in the Chilean
mtportant event of the past
years tncluding hiring of Karl couver Opposition" newspaper, he depended on the U.S . for both a groups in order to grow and run coup could not acknowledge the
possibilty that perhaps the coup
some measure or
arx. creating th(' Federal Mordecai Briemberg tells of work market and oil. He has very strong smoothly . There are carpenters,
originated in the military itself.
collateral. Cer·
nc System in the United being done by Carl Oglesby, a interests in the Middle East, but glassblowers, managers of A & P
Because of their view of politics as
stores, and capitalists. No section
bankers who tales. the financing of the "student. civil rights and anti-war that's another conspiracy.)
" According to Oglesby, there is more important than any other a game of Power conflicts of a few
hundreds of billions of
olshevtk
revolution,
the activist of the sixties ." Oglesby
powerful people, the radical lefgovernments around the
nkrolling of Iii iter and the Allies we are told, has concocted a theory are representatives of each of as none can live without the rest.
ommand considerable
World \\'ar II. Viet Nam, and based on "circumstantial evidence these interests in all the main In order for society to function it is tists who wrote this particular
most everything else you care to and a theory about conflict within institutions of America." Thus necessary that all the parts realize piece could explain it only in terms
in the polcies of such
.. if the ruler gets out
ent10n The extent to which the the American ruling class" and a McCord, who was ostensibly the interdependency of the of Nixon organizing the downfall of
banker can finance his
tdcrs control the fate of the statement by Martha Mitchell. working for the Nixon people was 'classes' and work to facilitate his opponent Allende . Similariy,
rapport between groups. This does l\lcCord could not possibly have
rival.
not deny the possibilites of special been a bungler and a fool. He must
illustrates two
interests . They are the life blood of consciously have acted badly , or
of the conspiracy
strangely, because of his role in
the system .
. The first is that he
Paul Warburg
Co. House
a point, fails to prove it
The traditional left wing view the conspiracy to take over the
Max Warburg
of the 'obvious' nature of
insists on the vertical organization United Stales . Finally, in$20,000,000
$6,000,000
and then bases his entire
of society as opposed to the ternational conflicts are organized
organic , with a structured, ar- as parlour games by a few int on the assumption
assumption is that the
tifically devised class structure. ternational bankers whose goal is
Either the materialist dialectic , as to take over the entire world .
ional bankers require
to
postulate
the
I for their loans to
in l\larxist philosophy . or some Attempt
Trotsky
Rothschild
ents , (which do actually
other historical force has caused depression was a true economic
Hitler
lenin
Jacob Schiff
man to structure his society on a reaction to an overworked system
) , and that this is taken
class basis, however, as times and you become a pawn of the
' or power. This is just
change so the reason for this Insiders. Explain WWII as a battle
the government of a
structure also change. It is now up between two separate entities and
a loan it does not
to man to reorganize his own house you are told that the Insiders
t up capital-because the
in order to give the best possible launched the war to increase
nanced by a bond issue,
life to all men. In the Marxist view, control over Europe and North
in private business, is
the reorganization is a determined America .
'good name' of the
This, the simplistic attitude of
ont•. hut not outside man's control.
No collateral is
Rockefeller
J.P Morgan & Co.
Alfred Milner
In the eyes of 'liberals'. society can conspiracy mongers follows from
because payment is
be changed volitionally by men of their assumption that nothing
by the statements on
Rockefellers
$5,000,000
good will who take it upon them- happens that is not controlled by
selves to act 'progressively ' and some men . In an effort to decrease
point that the
who pass laws in their nations the possibilty of random. ach illustrates is the
capital that will redistribute cidental or at least inexplicable
n of the ' push-pull'
wealth and power along lines of events . the paranoids of the right
ps in international
Given enough time and resources, it is practically possible to
and left t incl it necessary to pronecessity and 'justice '.
f one of the financiers
prove anything, including the 'fact' that the same men financed
Thus. the left and the right ex- :stitute their reason in favour of
losing control over on~
Trotsky, Lenin .1nd Hitler. Fantastic sums floating around,
plain social change in terms of simplistic logic and spurious
. or pull , he funds an
looking for a revolution ...
reorganization of social struc- correlal ions .
nd thus pushes the
world and every man, woman and
child in it is frightening.
If you believe it.

An apathy

problem?

Public Service Canada

Godspel

Career Information Day
Representatives from all Government Recruitment Programs will be on campus:

October 1 0, 1973
A General Briefing Session will be held in Room 1E1, Arts Building
at 6:00p.m.
Specialized Briefing Sessions will follow:
Program

Place

Time

Administrative
Trainee

Room 1E1

7:00p.m.

Foreign Service
Officer

Room 1E1

7:00p.m.

Science &
Technology

Room 1E1

7:00p.m.

Auditing &
Accounting

Room 1E1

7:00p.m.

Social Economic

Room 1E1

7:00p.m.

The recent Crowbar-Manchild concert drew near record cr
to the TA. However, the Women's Lutheran Activity Cou
[Below] has vowed never to do 'it' again. Said WLAC presi6
Priscilla Parsnip, second from left, "No way, boy. If you wa
make any money around this place you have to pay people
to an event". Does this auger well for future concerts?

Please contact your Student Placement Office for further
details.

The major
Christ himself.
Neely as a
afraid that his

«Co
Thurs Sept 27
The Sounds of
WLY T.A.
8:30 pm $3, $4,
Art Exhibition
Art Room,
Building, U of
10:00 am-5 pm
Free
Pub with Fast
WLU, SUB
Rpm WLU, U
$1, others $1.50

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••
•••
•••
NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR THE
••
FOLLOWING POSITIONS ON S.A.C .
••

·-

e
e

3 Arts Representatives
1 Science Representative

NOMINATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED AT
S.A.C. OFFICE FROM
4PM TUES. SEPT. 25, 1973 TILL 4PM TUES. OCT. 2, 1973

.............................................................................
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destined for oblivious anonymity
after his death. His character is
passive shallow and weak and his
previous exploits in the realm of
humanitarianism are all but
forgotten in the script. This is
perhaps due for the most part to
the source of information for the
movie. It was based mainly on the
account of Passion week from
Saint John's gospel. This is just too
short a time span for an intelligent
and thorough view of Jesus to be
possible. We see his trial and
crucifixion, but we do not get an
honest glimpse of what led him to
that end.
Jesus in Godspell, played by Vic
Garber suffered none of these
personality problems. He is shown
as a teacher of mankind enjoying
his brief stay with his friends to the
fullest. We see Jesus in all his
glory-the kindness, warmth and
personal sacrifice of his earlier
life. The parables and morality
tales of the Bible make up the
heart of this movie and they're
charmingly performed as short
little improvised plays.
The treatment and characterization of the disciples reflects
the same difficulty with time
periods. Superstar's disciples are
freaks, groupies and sheep
following him in blind hysteria
whereas, in Godspell the disciples
are individualized. They each have
a song of their own to sing~ach
one a treat to witness. The
poignancy of Jesus' farewell to his
friends testifies to the success ol

this technique. Judas in Jesus
Christ Superstar was the only
exception to conformity but
although his agonization and battle
with his conscience were emphasized he went overboard with
the mental anguish scenes . Part of
the problem with Superstar lies in
the numbers of people involved. It
had a relatively large and unwieldy cast while Godspell worked
well with just ten characters
playing all the roles allowing the
audience to become familiar with
their individual talents.
Superstar also attempted a risky
juxtaposition of historical and
modern effects. The movie was
shot on location in the Negev
desert, Israel and its historical
continuity is interspersed with
contemporary
reflections.
Phantom jets and tanks appear on
the panoramic horizon as Judas
excruciates over his predicament.
The council of Caiphus meets on a
jungle gym platform and King
Herod lounges on a luxurious poolside patio. The attempt to bring out
insights by contrast was an admirable one but it did not work. It
had already become cliche.
Godspell avoided that quandry by
using consistency in terms of sets
and language. New York City
formed the backdrop and the story
was elevated out of the ordinary by
absurd costumes and the absence
of extras.
Perhaps it was Saint Matthew,
Chapter 22, verse 29 who unwittingly prophesied "Norman

Thurs Sept 27

Saturday Sept 29

The Sounds of Europe
WLY T.A .
8;:30 pm $:l, $4, $5

2 pm Centennial Stadium

Gay
Lib
Psycho-drama
presentation:
Why Get Involved With Gay
Lib?
Campus Centre Rm 1-13 U of
W 8 pm
Intramural
Men's
and
Women's Paddleball Ladder
Tourney
Entry Deadline

Godspell
The movies Godspell and Jesus
fhrist Suprrstar lend themselves
qutle rPadily to a comparison
format The appropriateness of
uch a comparison is validated by
the fact that both were successful
tage musicals about the life of
Jesus which have recently been
transferred to the screen. But it is
atlhts pomt that their similarities
disappear J.C. Superstar turned
out to be a heavily handled bore
whtle Godspell emerged as a
hvely, humourous delight to the
vtewer.
The ex plana !ton of this difference
of success m adaption to the
medium of film is found in almost
every facet of movie-making
ll'rhmque. To begin with,
uperstar had a handicap. There is
not one word in the script which is
not set to music. Obviously, this
type of musical dialogue is not
very flexible and it does not give
the stars much freedom for interpretation of their roles. They
are smgers and dancers, not actors. Godspell, on the other hand is
blessed with a well-written
creenplay and bright dialogue as
well as great songs.
The major flaw in Superstar is
C'hrtst himself . He is played by Ted
Neely as a paranoic celebrity
afrmd that his name and work are

~0

1Bt. • •
Football WLU vs U of W

Art Exhibition and Sale

Sunday Sept 30

Art Room, Modern
Butlding, U of W
10:00 am-5 pm
Free

Movies in lEl
The Collector
8 pm 50 cents

Lang.

Tuesday Oct 1

Pub with Fast Eddy
Monday Oct 30

WLl', SUB Ballroom
Spm WLU, U of W, Conestoga
I, others $1.50

Jazz Discussion Group
Kitchener Public Library

African Students Association
Meeting
Campus Centre Rm I 13 U of
W, 5pm

We put the control in
birth control.
Thf'rP 's no faul11<:ss mt:lhod or contr a u~ pt ion.
:'IJol ht!C<JIISt: sonw of tlw mr•thods art•n 'l fH'rft•t,t.

Butlwt;ausu most pt!oplo ar•en 'L
With our prod nels, you as a m<t n Hcta~ pt
a large shan? of 1he re~ponsibilily for your fa mily planning.
:\ol lwca tiS(! \'flu lHIVl' to, hu I
hf•r:<JUSP vou t\'ant to. And
rwrha ps i h a l"s par1 of what
!wing a man is a!f alwut.

the
man's way
FOUREX/RAMSES/SHEIK

73

..........

......,. .

Find uul wfwt suils vou lwst. SpPdal intrndud~)J'\' flilPr of fmu Ramst:s/ Shdk

Jll~t Sl.~~) unlr ilt ~·oi1r d~u~ s1on ~.

·

Jii .•••

,l.~![)ir~;;

.J~< ·- ~:~J}f~):::~:::::::;:::=:=: ~=:=:=::- :- :-: -· -:

Jewison, you err because you know
neither the Scriptures nor the
power of God nor that of the
Critics."
" Praise be to thee 0 Christ. "
By Pat Hassard

Enter the Dragon
&efore you Enter the Dragon at
the Lyric take advance warning
that you may have to karate chop
your way through a contingent of U
of W Engineering and Math
students . The front lobby looks like
some kind of displaced New Years
celebration in Chinatown .
Enter the Dragon has the
distinguished honour of being the
first major American production
to take excessive advantage of the
recent fascination in the west with
the exotic Martial Arts. (Kung Fu,
Ju Jitsu, Judo and Karate> of the
East. By cashing in on this craze,
the movie becomes in essence
exploitative of a widespread fad.
John Saxon, Jim Kelly and
Bruce Lee star in this finger and
knuckle epic about a one-armed
megalmaniac Shih Kien who
sponsors a monumental tournament of Martial Arts for purposes of scouting fast fist and feet.
Kein's moonlight profession involves opium manufacturing and
research into addiction techniques
on unwilling victims among other
nefarious activities. His base of
operation is naturally, an isolated
island fortress guarded by loyal
black belts with license to kill and
made liveable by assorted lovelies
and luxuries.
Saxon is an insolvent American
adventurer looking for fast money,
Jim Kelly is a black punk on the
lamb and Bruce Lee is a Chinese

expert out to avenge his sister's
death as well as being on a spying
mission for the British. Strangely
enough the trio happen to be invincible champions in the oriental
methods of self -defense and they
happen to end up together on the
junk from Hong Kong to the
tournament.
Bruce Lee did all of the complicated and dangerous staging for
the fight sequences, and believe
me, every opportunity to utilize
this talent was seized upon. These
scenes were simply incredible.
Lee's sister , Ahna Capri singlehandedly and footedly holds off six
lust crazed men and when finally
surrounded commits suicide. A
muscle bound Chinese henchmen
cracks the spines of four
disobedient servants, smiling . The
fortress army of white-suited
killers is defeated in full -scale
hand to head combat by blacksuited derelicts held prisoner on
that island experiment. Bruce Lee
faces Kien for the most spectacular battle in the film. Lee
manages to maintain his amazing
concentration on killing Kien while
Kien goes through a whole set of
replaceable, deadly hands with
horror chamber claws and spikes
for fingers. One section of their
dual was shot in a room resplendent with 8000 mirrors . The accomplishment was found in the
reflections-not one camera or
light.
The script dialogue is scanty and
what there is of it is either corny or
poorly synchronized but I can't say
there is a lack of action. The
British as usual arrive just after
the nick of time allowing Lee and
Saxon's aggressive abilities and
invisible fists to be high-lighted
and leaving the audience ready to
kick up a storm .
By Pat Hassard

BOOKS

Like all good writers, Tom
Wolfe defies classification. His
works have spanned the full range
in length , from short pieces as
collected in his book, The CandyColored
Tangerine-Flake
Streamline Baby to the epic
parable-travelogue on the LSD
culture of Ken Kesey, The Electric
Kool-Aid Acid Test. His latest
work, Radical Chic, and MauMauing the Flak-Catchers, takes
the form of two longish but not
overwhelming
tracts,
one
chronicling the happenings and
aftermath at the end of a party
given by Leonard Bernstein for the
Black Panther Party during the
first wave of arrests connected
with that orga nization , and the
other a brilliant anal ysis off the
way in which the government
ghetto improvement programme
reall y works .
The piece on Bernstein 's party is
perhaps the most satisfying piece
of incisive reporting of its type
written on the Black Power
movement. According to the blurb,
Wolfe used only shorthand, yet the
dialogue so intricately reproduced
that one is convinced that only the
use of a tape recorder could yeild
such results . Yet mere accuracy is
only part of the Wolfe genius; he
sees that Bernstein is the catalyst,
and gets behind his thought patterns to reveal the subtle forces at
work as the very rich meet the
very radical. the emmisaries of
the poor and shunned. Further,
just as Bernstein finds his incisiveness anathemic to the Black
Panthers who are his guests, he
finds that this same dispassionate
lack of bias leaves his social
standing much tarnished; he is

shunned by his "peers " for
deserting his supposed social
station, just as he is shunned by the
Panthers for occupying it. Whither
the place of rationality?
The second piece of the book has
an identifiable hypothesis . What
Wolfe says, basically , is that the
government, having failed to solve
the problem of ghetto life by the
usual methods of imposing a
solution from the top, has decided
to draw out the "leaders of the
Black Community " , whom they
assume to exist. The way they
determine who is the real leader of
the community is to set up agencies with obvious sums of money to
give away , and let the leaders
come to the agencies . rather like
letting the Mountain come to
Mohammed (or something like
that> . The poor unfortunate who
receiv e s the fearsome groups
purporting to be the leaders of the
community are called flak catchers , because their sole function
is to (guess what > catch flak . The
worth of the alleged leaders is
judged by the devastation they
wring on the flak catcher. and the
process of doing so is called mauOlauing . The reason it has this
name is that the community
leaders realize how this system
works , and merely act as savagely
as possible in order to terrify the
flak catcher and thus impress the
authorities . Brilliant. right?
Tom Wolfe is a brilliant journalist <-llld sociologist . but his real
genius is in his style. which has
been copied but neyer equalled .
Anv of his works are to be
re~omnwnded. and this latest is
the lx•st yet.
By Tom Garner

PHOTOGRAPHY:
CHEAP FILM
by John Korcok
The corollary of being a student
is not having much money . I know
I don't, so I try to live as well as I
can on what I have. This extends to
photography , and I find that one of
the easier ways to economise is in
buying of film . As a test case, let's
take Kodak Tri-X Pan, a good film
which is widely available . If you
buy a twenty-exposure roll , it will
cost 9:3 cents , or 4.7 cents per shot.
(All prices are from Bent 's
Camera Store). A 36-exposure roll
is $1.24, or 3.4 cents per shot.
That's a saving of more than a
penny a picture, especially
significant if you shoot a lot of film .
If you really want to save,
though, buy bulk film . This involves investing in bulk loader
some empty film cassettes and a
hundred foot length of film . Bulk
loaders run about $10 for a standard model and $18 for the deluxe,
which has some nice extra do-dads
like a feltless light trap and
automatic film counter . For
cassettes, you can buy ordinary
film . process the inside yourself,
and save the outside for re-use.
IIford makes the sturdiest ones
around. An alternative is to simply
buy them. five for a dollar at a
camera store . Just a note here:
Kodak cassettes made in the U.S.
are " staked" and cannot be reused . hut if they came from Britain
or France. they're okay. They
won't last as long as Iiford's. Don't
e\'en bother with used Ansco
cassett es. I' ve had too many bad
experiences with the ends falling
ott dnd ruining my film.

One hundred feet of film, put in a
hulk loader and reeled onto your
own cassettes will make 19 :36-exp.
rolls or :n 20-exp. rolls . These 700
shots will cost you $10.25 or 1.5
cents each. That's economy!
If you visit the U.S., you'll find
even lower prices. There, a bulk
roll is about six to seven dollars .
Unfortunately the difference isn't
quite enough to make mailordering worth while .
If you're on a really tight budget,
order from one of the companies
that have little ads in the back of
Popular Photography . From
Faistryk in New York . you can get
100 feet of Tri -X for only $2.95!
That's a half a cent a shot, but
there's a catch. Service is lousy,
and you may have to wait two
three months for your film to
come. It doesn 't come factorypacked, either, because what they
do is buy thousands of feet of
movie stock and roll their own.
If all this is too much for you, you
will still save by shopping around .
You'll pay $1.35 for a :36-exp. Tri-X
at Black's Camera, and only $1.14
for it at K-Mart. Here again,
there's a catch. K-Mart has only
the most popular films, so if your
tastes are at all exotic , you'll have
to pay .
Another alternative is to switch
films . IIford HP4 is just as fine a
film as Tri-X , and ten to fifteen per
cent cheaper to boot. If you're a 120
fan. you'll save money by buying a
slower film. Tri-X (400 ASA> is
a round 72 cents a roll while
Veri chrome Pan ( 125 ASA >can be
had for as little as 56 cents. If you

BOY, HAVE WE GOT A
VACATION FOR YOU ...

must take pictures in very low controls. It's just too much of a
light, you can get Royal-X Pan pain to bother with. Whenever I do
!12:>0 ASA >, but at $1.75 for 12 my own slides. it's to try wierd
shots. you're hardly economizing. effects or to "push " the film,
Maybe you've noticed that I've developing it longer than normal
been talking exclusively about so I can take pietures in low light.
black and white . That's because
If you must shoot colour, Anyou can process and print it scochrome is the cheapest as far
yourself , thereby saving even as film and chemical prices go .
more gobs of money. At present, The only way to save money here
even the most conscientious is to shoot lots of color. buy
bargain-hunter cannot shoot, ehemicals by the gallon and film
process and print colour for less by the bulk roll . Even then , you 'll
than a dollar per 8X10.
pay at least 9.5 cents a slide.
Colour processing also requires 1\laybe you ean afford that , but I
stricter time and temperature can't.

by Frank Sexton
People who are not familiar with
the structure of international
chess, have often asked, "Just who
organizes these tournaments and
matches?" Well, the formal
structure is very. simple
Here in Waterloo, at the very
lowest level, there are several
clubs. Each one of these spqnsors
chess in its own way, by providing
a forum for play, sponsoring local
tournaments or city championships. At the next level, there
are three regional organizations
with in the province, whose duty it
is to co-ordinate club activities and
promote inter-club matches .
Waterloo is with in the SouthWestern Ontario Chess League
boundary . At the provincial level is
the Ontario Chess Association
whose duty is to act as liaison
between regional leagues, sponsor
the Ontario championship and
govern
major
tournaments
throughout
the
province.
Nationally, the Chess Federation
of Canada is the parent of all the
others. In this body all serious
players must register and they are
given an official rating after
playing in several tournaments.
The C.F .C. also decides on our

"Electric Light 0
Electnc Light
United Artists'I ht Eit'ctnc Light
1111 que entity in rock
he lnwst band 111
"l'ITrO\\ dec! and
ol · <'lassical Roc
Hm \\ ood of the l\1
11 • · lull potential
(II ort
Till' ELO had
twgnm111g in the form
album ":\o Answer
merdone in parts. bu
uul tasteful enough
l(•.n e the listener
mon• Bel\\ een that
m·. \\ ood left the
replaePd hy fellow
representatives to all international Chess Club is a small part of al Jl'll Lvnne. who fil
this , yet without the players, it~~ dm 1r;;blv
tournaments and competitions .
The final highest governing body all for nothing .
L) nne· fully
is the Federation International des
lnllltations involved
Echecs W.I.D.E.), which governs
The first 11_1eeting of the WLl roup of this size .
the rules of chess and sponsors all Chess Club will be o~ Wednesday. tmded solos or gim
international tournaments, olym- October 3, at 7:30pm 10 room 3-309: plaguPd the first al
piads and matches.
Please come out and support WU
k th
. J\.l .
"or es l' ee 11 os o1 1
As you can see then the WLU chess .
nd Colin Walker. and
r;::;::::;~;:;;::=:::;;:;;;:;::=::;~;;:;;::=~;:;;;:;:;,
II f Ci 1bson as mtegra I
.tnd. as is l'Videneed
unto tlw World". (

Attent
Black to move, mate in three.
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By bob Gamsby

J~

s. 8

N

H. A 8 4
D. J 9 8 7 4 3 2
C. Q 5

w

s. J

D. A K 3
C. K J 10 9

E

54 2
H. Q 9
D. Q 5
C. A 8 7 4 2

S. K Q 10 7 3
H. 2

s
S. A 9 8
H . K J 10 7 6 53

D . 10
C. 6 3

Where nothing can possibly go wor
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Next week, I'm writing an ar·
tide about racing cars and how t~
take pictures of them , featurin~
shots of the Labatt 's Grand Pril
last weekend at Mosport.
If you are interested in
photography, and you must bet!
have read this far , why not comt
up and see us at the Cord Office.
We like talking photography, and
we can always use new photogs
Chiaroscuro, Lutheran ' s arty
magazine, needs lots of pictures.
and Matt Wells , renowned phot~
editor of the Cord is running a
camera club for all interested.

Bidding:

s

3H
Pass
Pass

w

N

E

Dbl
Db I

5H!
Pass

Pass
Pass

Two points are illustrated in this
hand. The first is the principle of
pre-emptive bidding. The second is
that once )OU are committed to a
sacrifice. do it immediately.

Grad

Th1s ;. ear the Di
Board of Publicat
tamed the services of
,/
of Kitchener as
Photographers. They
1- ordc Studio c
graduate the best
pnce, service and
quality.
South opens the bidding with a All photos will be
pre-emptive three heart bid. tudac !or::~tpd at
showing not less than seven trump West, Kitchener,
and not more than 10 pts. Wesl facilities for your
correctly doubles for takeout. available. Dress
asking his partner to bid his best
suit. North can count seven points robe. and collars are
in his hand plus a maximum of 10 t n dollar deposit
points in his partners hand . With a your sitting.
As Grad Photo
good trump fit, shortage in spades.
and partner's suspected shortage thl' Board of Pubs,
in diamonds , North bids five "Ill aet as a liaison
hearts . North does not expect to tudio and the
make five hearts; indeed to go problems or q
down two is what he expects. The our name and p
point is to stop communications the Roard of Publica
between east and west; he th(• Student Union
suspects four spades can be made. ou w1ll be con
East eannot bid five spades or six
Appointments
clubs on his nine points so he tudws can be m
passes . WPst doubles for penalties course on Thursday,
nl•xt time around and all pass.
from 9 am to I pm
South is down one doubled, and tudents and on
vulnerable at the conclusion o1 from B 10 am to I
play for a score of -100. East-West tudents. After
can make five spades on the hand. pomtmPnts can be rna<
a score of -650. but they were el· Jo orde Stud1o at 745-B(
fectively shut out of the bidding. , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
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ng photography, and
use new photogs.
ro, Lutheran's arty
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Electric Light Orchestra II"
Electnc Light Orchestra;
Umted Artists-LAO 40F
'· Elu·tnr Light Orchestra is a
1r:· ent1tv 111 rock 'n roll. It is
uw~t band m the already
n't.>l!ll'd a1•d pretentious field
l'la~sical Hoek". Started by
\\ood 01 tht• :\love. it reaches
Iull pott·ntwl on their latest
t

lhr HO had an auspicious
nnmg n tl~e form of it's debut
111
'!\o Answer" that was

meeting of the WLU
will be on Wednesday,
at 7:30pm in room 3-309.
out and support WLU

nlonr In parts. but an exciting
tJstt•ful enough record to
r thr hslt•ner panting for
t' llPtll'f•t•n that album and this
\lood lt•ft the group and was
plJet•rl by fellow Move Alumnus
I Wit'. who filled the void
rahl)
l.1nne tully realizes the
Ions involved in handling a
of this size. There are no
-.xu·nurd solos or gimmicks which
the first album . Lynne
the cellos of !\like Edwards
l'illlll \\ alker. and the violin of
G nson as integral parts of the
~is evidenced in "I<' rom the
'o •he \\'orld" , 1Boogie No. 1 l.
t ntirt• pit•n• starts off" 1th an
du< I h.r ·Hiehard Tandy's
'IHI S} nthesizt•r that takes
nto a roaring song that
Tandy 's moog, bubbling
and Lynne's vocals . The
·hing stops as suddenly as it
rted gomg back into a very
.cJI riff and then changes
.Jm mto a full tilt boogie that
h :~ a haze of feedback.

by Fred

Youngs

The entire Orches tra formula
works best in "Holl Over
Beethoven ". Starting off with
Beethoven's Fifth , there is a hint of
bass that foreshadows what is to
come- an undescribable ve rsion of
Chuck Berry's classic that leaves
one breathless. The album is worth
the price for this song alone .
At this the review concludes for
excessive praise may bring my
reliability into question. Suffice it
to say that ELO II is one of the best
albums of this year .
"Killing Me Softly", Roberta Flack;
Atlantic, SD 7271
Roberta is not prone to funeral
dirges as one would expect from
hearing just "First Time Ever I
Saw Your Face". On this album
she puts her particular touch on
some lovely ballads and some
gospel, most of which are
tastefully arranged by Eumir
Deodato.

Radio lutheran
•
back on, the a1r
As of Friday of last week Radio
Lutheran is back on the Grand
River Cable system at 90.9 FM.
This year it is hoped that the
diverse program format of the
station will continue. This will be
Radio Lutheran 's fourth year and
station manager Phil Turvey
believes that Radio Lutheran is out
for a great season because of three
main factors . First of all , Jim
Mackrory , the founding father of
Radio Lutheran has trained
Turvey well. Mackrory built up a
fantastic correspondence with the
major record compa nies that will
continue.
Mackrory
was
respons ible for the funding of
$8,000 from SAC that allowed the
s tation to transmit stereo on GRC.

photo by Wells

Secondly, Radio Lutheran owes
a lot to SAC President Dave
McKinley. Turvey says it is "his
great understanding that is needed
for the successful finance of the
station. You can't budget for
things that you do not know may
break."
The inherent interest of the
station personnel will make Phil's
job easier and allow for a smoother
functioning station . As usual Radio
Lutheran will hold meetings in
Willison Lounge every second
Monday at 7: :lo.

'

-

The record librarian , Wendy
Currie , is in her second year at
the station .
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Phil Turvey, this years station
manager was Program Director
last year and has been with Radio
Lutheran for three years .
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"Stories", Stories; Kama Sutra.
Tremendously forgettable. I can
only remeber one song, the single
"Brother Louie". A competent but
truly nondescript album.
Coming Soon ...
" Goats Head Soup", the new
Stones Album should be out this
week
1\lott the Hoople and Blue
Oyster Cult in Toronto Oct. 14 ...
Todd Hundegre n at Massey in late
October ... Bill Haley here Oct. 19 ...
Zappa mmoured to be coming to
the U of W with an unnamed band
and whatever he's doing now.
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Paul Shantz, a three year man
hosts a light rock and folk show
on Mondays from three to six.
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National Film Theatre

"

the bidding with a
three heart bid,
less than seven trump
than 10 pts. West
doubles for takeout,
partner to bid his best
can count seven points
plus a maximum of 10
rtners hand. With a
shortage in spades,
suspected shortage
, North bids five
does not expect to
hearts ; indeed to go
what he expects. The
stop communications
st and west; he
spades can be made.
bid five spades or six
nine points so he
doubles for penalties
round and all pass.
one doubled, and
at the conclusion of
ore of -100. East-West
spades on the hand,
but they were efout of the bidding.

Attention

GRAND HOTEL

Ot to b Pr lq
ANIMAL FARM
fl a la ' a nd B atl h P i o r" ~ tP at ur P IPn >:th l Mtoo n " a \tra 1ghtt o m a rd
a d a pt a t iO n o t CPo rgp O m PII ., po l1t1 c di tah iP f n g l" h l'lS 4 co lour

Grads

BRIDGEPORT 7 44-6368 or 7

MONDAYS 7: 00PMAll SHOWS 7:00 and 9:15 EXCEPT
Special Screening NFT Members only

This year the Directors of the
Board of Publications have ()bned the services of Forde Studio
( K1tchener as WLU Grad
tographers. They decided that
orde Studio could offer the
graduate the best combination of
pnce, service and most of all,
.ality
All photos will be taken at their
located at 259 King Street
Kitchener, where proper
for your sitting are
Dress casually as the
and collars are provided . A
len dollar deposit is required at
11ting.
•w Grad Photo Co-ordinator for
Board of Pubs, Marilyn Allen
Jcl as a liaison between the
and the students . Should any
•ornhlems or questions arise, leave
name and phone number at
Board of Publications office in
tudent Union Building and
will be contacted .
with Forde
can be made in the conon Thursday , September 27
9 am to I pm for full time
and on Saturday Sept. 29
.8 30am to I pm for extension
After these dates, ap.r.tmrntscan be made by calling
.ordeSiudio at 745-86:37.

' WE'RE CELEBRATING

Startmg Tuesday for One Week
7 :00 & 9 : 15
The Discrete Charm of the Bourgeoisie
directed by Luis Bunuel

Oktoberfest!! ,_
OCTOBER 5 to 13

Featuring Nightly
(except Sunday)

More Sp~ce ... from the

''Fri•z ,.he Ca•••-

and Saturday

- makers of

Matinees

... Heavy
\ Entertainment!

at l.OOpm

COUNTDOWNS
Oompha Fun and German Style Food

AMPLE PARKING
Advance Tickets on Sale
-Reservations-
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Hawks cream York Yeomen 38
I

by Les Francey
It was a late night horror night
for the York Yeomen Saturday as
the giant Hawks rose up to squish
them :l8-7 in their OUAA encounter. It was the biggest point
spread in OUAA play this season.
The win moved the Hawks into a
four way tie for first place in the
OUAA Western Division.
It took a while for the York bus to
arrive at the game and after
everything was over. the Yeornen
probably wished that it never
would have arrived . The game
finally got underway by ten
minutes to ten and by that time the
fans had all gone dry.
It ~as Lutheran's game right
from the beginning. After the
Hawk defense stopped the Yeoman
on their first attempt to gain a
first. the offense took over from
their own :l9 yard line. For the first
time this season, the triple option
play was executed the way it
should be. Taylor rolled out to his
right as the line bowled over the
would-be tacklers. and pitched out
to !\!cLean who scampered 71
vards. untouched. for the games
first touchdown: less than three
minutes after the game had
started. It seemed as if the Hawk
offense was going to live up to it's
potential.
However, things went slow for
both teams for a while until York
found themselves on their own 13.
Langley sent Stu Scott on sweep
around the right end and he ripped
down the sideline to the Hawk
seven where Duffy, who had
shifted into fourth gear by this
time. dove desparately at the
dangling shoelace of Scott and
tripped him up at the Hawk 7. It
took three pla-ys before Langley
passed to Hatanaka for the York
TD. The first quarter ended with
the score tied 7-7 and it was getting
late.
Hawks struck again with only
seven minutes left in the first half.
The series that led to the touchdown started off with a 30 yard
punt return by Tom Dewey which
put the ball on the midfield stripe.
Weiler \rent for ti vards. Fahrner
tor :w and then !\!~Lean took the
ball four yards to the York 25.
:\lc!\lann ~ who did not see much
action because of a back injury,
came off the bench and took a

pitch-out from Taylor and went
around the end for the TO.
Mueller's conversion was good and
Hawks were ahead to stay. On the
last play of the half. Mueller
kicked an eighteen yard field goal
to give the Hawks a 17-7 half-time
lead.
In the third quarter, York
threatened to score first on a 28
yard field goal attempt but the
attempt was blocked and the
Hawks took over. The defense was
playing better in this half
especially on the pass defense and
it paid off as Mueller intercepted a
Langley pass and ran it back 66
yards. That, plus a York piling on
penalty, put the ball on the York 25
and it looked as if the Hawks were
swooping in for the kill again. But
they quickly gave the ball back to
York on the second play as
Taylor's pitchout went wild and
the Yeomen recovered on the 53
yard line.
On the next exchange, Hawks
started out on their own 53, but a
triple option pitch out to Weiler
moved the ball to the York 13.
Three plays later, Fahrner went
over for a touchdown which was
disputed by the Yeomen, but to no
avail. Mueller's conversion made
the score 24-7 and that's the way
the third quarter ended.
On the first play of the fourth
quarter, Taylor completed a pass
to the Hawk's leading receiver,
Larry Simpson. Simpson made a
beautiful catch then with great
second and third effort dragged
York tacklers to the eight yard
line. Fahrner took it off tackle
from there and went in for his
second TO of the game. With
Mueller's conversion, the Hawks
took a commanding lead with 14: 11
left in the game.
Coach Knight must have thought
that the game was won at that
point as he sent in back-up quarterback Wayne Kemick to lead the
offense. Unfortuntely, Kemick had
a few bad breaks and was unable
to get any sustained drive going for
the Hawks.
The last Hawks touchdown came
off an interception by Larry Uteck
as he stepped in front of a pass by
Jerry Verge, who was running the
York offense for the fourth
quarter, and ran the ball back 90

Report on intramurals
by Les Francey
The first intramural champions
ha\'C already been decided. In the
intramural golf tournament on
l\londay. Malcolm Burnett won
o\'er a field of four with a non the
eighteen hole par 6:l course at
Constega. The women's champ
\ras Colleen Shields who turned in
a 49 on the front nine at par 32.
(;ary Jeffries expressed disappointment at the small turnout for
the tournament. A total of seven
competitors took part whereas last
n•ar. there were well over 20
iwople \rho turned out.
In other intramural news, things
are just starting to roll. Badminton
starts Thursdays and Jeffries
reports that tiO people have signed
up lor it. Squash started on
:\londa\. and Co-ed Horseback
riding ·got underway last Wednesday when about 15 people
turned out. l{egistration for Co-ed
llorsPIJack riding is not closed and
students arc reminded that they
can join in any Wednesday Instructional tennis started Tuesday
and .Jt'ffries notes that there was

good response to this sport as well
as for instructional squash which
started on Monday at 4:30. Eleven
football teams have been gathered
for touchfootball and those games
take place at Waterloo park every
Monday and Wednesday from 3pm
to 6pm. There will probably be four
men's and four women's teams for
intramural Volleyball. For four
years. there has been a lot of talk
about soccer on this campus. This
year it was offered as an intramural sport and only three
teams have been submitted.
Jeffries advises students to keep
referring to the yellow intramural
programme sheet for deadline
dates and instructional dates
which are al\\·a~·s open and ha\'e no
registration deadline date.
Gary Jefferies announces an
addition to the intramuraL He is
planning a noon hour fitness and
recreation program and an
organizational meeting for all
those interested will be held in the
mmplex at 12:00 pm Monday
October !st.

yards for a touchdown. The conversion made the score 38-7 for the
Hawks.
Overall, the offense seemed to be
much improved over the two
previous games but it still did not
play to it's potential. The Hawk
defense was fortunate that the
York quarterback could not hit the
target as on every occasion, the
York man had the defensive man
beat. However. it is unlikely that
York could have won in any case
because they were simply outclassed by a much more efficient
team that is.just starting to roll. If
the Hawks were in top form the
score would have been much
higher.

The Hawks get another chance
to warm up though before they
meet some real competition as
they take on the Warriors from
that place on the other side of the
tracks. Last year. the Hawks
plastered the Warriors 44-8 and it
seems unlikely that they could do
any worse this year. So far this
year. the Warrior record is dismal.
They dropped their first encounter
to Guelph · 19-0 and then were
whipped in the rain on Saturday
just before the Hawk's game 42-13
by Western. Crosstown rivalry
should be at it's peak on Saturday
as the Warriors try to make their
record better and the Hawks strive
to make a playoff berth.
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The playoff situation ·~
OUAA is a little different thi- 11 was sick
Instead of lt>ams playnJi ABC billed
aga 1nst each other bl'fon h S
..
,_ 1 l' • exes .
.
h.
1 t'" , II J
c hampwns 1p game. on\
· 1,, 1e can K
Place teams from the Easter. 1h l' (' rea t
Western sections will meet t
'
h.1p. Th I) t ham 1111sts
b•
.
.
()UAA c h ampwns
.
tually means that the H t• pr~·ssJon of
dommance o
cannot lose another game 1:
f .
Ill(1 111 enor
hope to repeat last year,
d
pooc anv
formance as OUAA cham~
II
· .
winner of the OUAA champ!• <:ou ~ P~~sJ
will then travel out West t~ rll1) . p<~ .
the Western champs for art·J~a h I
Western Bowl. Winner o. llC 1 s ou
game will then play the u
Champs for the College Bo~
going to be a long, tough J'
for the Hawks this year.

Taylor rolls out on the triple option play behind fine blocking by the offensive line

Take us
on a
holiday.
Ask for a Golden Opportunity card, and
you can take us anywhere we go. At
special standby reduced prices.
When you're heading for Thunder
. f " ,... ·•·•••

,~

,.,
~~

Bay or Sault Ste. Marie from
Toronto. Or Thunder .Bay or Sault
Ste. Marie or Toronto from
Winnipeg. Take along a Golden

.

.

Opportunity card. And you can take us
away. That's our golden rule.
estern

trans.a ir~
d
FLY .THE GOLDEN JETS

Call your travel agent, or Transair.
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the confident Mr. Riggs wearing:

The Sports Shop

(•nor female sex and poothat a female
poss1hl} ddcat any male at
port Tht• 11 hole thing was a
money making scheme
hould haw made all the
.lfl} suggt~stwn

ne was tuned to h1s television
ht• first !;J\1 many sports and
1nment ptrsonalities give
on who would win the
Then the l'icwcr was
ed to an exhibition of
~ttrs and a big brass band.
·\BC flashed the t1tlc on the
ABC's \\ide World of
pn·srnts The Battle of the
and there was a picture of
Kmg msulc the circle part of
ft•m,Jlt• sex symbol and Bobby
lll:.Idt• tlw t•ircle part of the
symbol. Then the
wns trt>aled to pictures of
pli!ymg tt•nms while a female
r sang "Any ball you can
I t:an h1t hardt>r. I can hit any
hardrr than " Flash pictures
R1ggs playing tt•nnis while a
It~ 101ceovcr sings "No you
I \\ t•ll mnugh
nd 11 was enough when lovable
II' comes on dr('SSl'd in a Tux
all tlungs l to covt•r a tenms
l'l1 Then thr t;il'fcr in the
mg room of Higgs w1th a Tux
·\I th1s pmnt. the "'hole thing
to he qmll' unbehevahlt•.
'l'ls the quotl• of the year
"\\ e thought I he 11 hole
was !iome kind ol a joke " lll'
nrver so nght 1n h1s life Could
lung surpass the absurdit:. of
already passed'? Yl's. Mrs.
ntcrs tht• an•na sitting like
n...-.n!llra upon a sedan chair
l>y four strong men and
comes in on a nckshaw
bv two lo\'ely females . Both
tlw air of being cocky
on! idc•nt
111dividuals.
:\Irs King did appear a
tensr Bobby presented Billy
.1 huge sucker before the
tl'h began and h1s female
prrsented him with a
p1g . Get iP Bobby is
to be· a male chauvinist
At anv rate. the female
mcntat~r. Hosie Kosse!!
that the pig was really
cutrfor Bobby . HaHa. She was
funny during the entire
~DrOJdcast but she was too tenative.
Iter all the formalities, the
tch fmally got under way with

•CP<>m•·•'

bicycle Trip

a:

----------------------------------------1

sex.
1\lrs.
didwinnot
for:
women,
sheKing
did not
for play
women.
• ..
Higgs did not play for men, he d1d •
not lose for men. Two individuals •
played tennis that night to win •
$100,000 and an individual who•
playl'd a better game than another •
1ndividual won the match. To say •
that as a rc•sult of this match •
fl'mall's an· much supl'rior to men it
or at ll'ast l'qual to men is an ab- it
surd statl'ment. Every human!
bl'mg 1s an individual regardless of •
sl'X and as such every human
hl'ing is chfferent from every other:
human being No two people arc •
equal No segment of the human •
population can be said to be equal•
or superior to another segment of •
the population sinply on the basis '.tr

WRESTLING
THERE WILL BE A VARSITY WRESTLING MEETING,
FOLLOWED BY A SHORT PRACTICE ON
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11th, AT S.JOPM
IN THE "COMBAT ROOM" IN THE ATHLETIC COMPLEX.
All interested in competive wrestling- come on out!
Official Practices start Monday, October 15th.

ofsexoranvothercriteria. Every.-1------------------------------------------~
comparison-of quality. quantity. or •
any other criteria of who is better• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
th~n someone else necessarily has •
to take place on the individual •
level. Every one is different. Mrs. •
King Whipped Riggs last Thursday :
because she played a superb game
and completely outplayed Riggs as :
an individual person - not a •
member of the female sex and ...
certainly not as a standard bearer •
Education costs a bundle.
for a group of people who passively •
manager about a student loan.
watched and then tried to proclaim •
At the Commerce, we know.
He can help you get it. And,
that females are equal to males. •
And, we can help lighten the load.
he can help you keep it in check
Anyway. it was the first day of •
Talk to a local Commerce
with proper money management.
...
J{iggs· !sic> period.

Askus about a Sbtdent loan.
Rpays to get an education.

•
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Sault

to your presence, stop hacking for proximate shock value of fourteen
a minute, and barrage you with consecutive. hidden railroad
snorts, sucking noises, " com- tracks. and often the same result .
pliments", and a leering reference i.e. dislocated pelvis. For cycle
to your obeying the flagman, ha orientated revulsion. it is equalled
ha. Your friendly Texaco dealer is only by squelching through a
usually satisfied to signify your freshly slain squirrel at thirty
passing with a symbolic gesture miles an hour. Besides it isn't
w1th his ever-ready gas hose. · polite .
Vor one reason or another. most
Speaking of hoses, there is a
question I would like to pose at cyclists manage to encounter an
certain area garden waterers . officer of the law more than once .
How would you like it if you were Getting squeezed to the side of the
cycling by, innocently singing road by a squad car never fails to
"Ticket to Ride", and a playful alarm me. but females can usually
forty year old decided to cool you extricate themselves from these
twenty-three dollar fine situations
down?
Should you be riding no hands. more readily than can males .
which is really more comfortable, 1\lore brushcut policemen seem
expect an additional response or favourably disposed toward
two. Often they will come in the tearful girls in T-shirts promising
form of traditional wit- "need a never to go the wrong way down
hand honey? " , condescending Erb Street without a light again.
clapping, or loud yet mysterious than is often supposed by the
reference to "headlights" or untearful, un-T-shirted masses.
Having personally been stopped
"circus". Thl'se things. of course,
one can ignore. It is harder to six times. I have , needless to say ,
ignore those occupants of moving become fairly proficient at my
vehicles who attempt actual routine.
Golly . it's enough to make you
physical contact with the unsuspecting bike rider. I, myself, · wonder if you were in your right
have been grabbed by both breast mind when you bought a bike in the
and buttock. and on major arterial first place.! I keep forgetting about
routes. An action such as this is that cheap. fast transportation
most distressing. It has the ap- stuff. l

his warm up jacket in an obv1_ous•
by Katherine Dedyna
attempt to psych out Mrs. Kmg.it
Now thai my first season as a
She had the first serve but Bobby• committed bicycle rider is ahtook the first point and mal~ running its course. something of an
chauvinist pigs were already• evaluation of the activity as seen
celebrating. But let us not forgetit through the eyes of the WLU
the first game of the Canada_. freshette is a sacred obligation on
Hussia hockey series.
_ • my part.
Bobby held h1s own for e1ght• Everyone. excluding the owners
games of the first set but Mrs• and opera tors of the dread
King came on exceptionally strong! automobile. is aware of the adin the ninth game of the set and • vantages offered by these handy
from tlwre on the trend was set.• ten speed gadgets-exercise,
Bobby 11asa bl'aten man alter that• exhilaration, and cheap, fast
sl't. lie· had no chance to come • transportation. The disadvanta?es
back For the rest of the match,hl'• are equally obvious-relative
was s1mply outplayed. Mrs. Kmg.- dependence upon the climate and
11011 thl' first set pomt on a double• season, unending stretches. of
fault by Higgs and the second Sl't• uphill. and a comparatively h1gh
game was a love game lor Mrs ..- fatality rate. especially 1f the
King. There is no way a• collision is with a transport truck.
proft•ssional tt>nnis player can• These factors aside. bike riding
expl'el to win a match when ht•• opens up a whole new world of
fails to score a point in a set gaml'. • experiences-most of them less
By thl' timl' of thl' third set. it was• than aesthetic. There is an appalling lack of privacy for today's
obvious that the match was
mismatch. The three games that • cyclist. No matter what you are
Higgs won in that set were results • doing and no matter how unobof l'ITors made on the part of Mrs. • trusively, people are loath to let
King and these_ errors were not• you escape without con:ment.
madt• because J{Jggs forced her to • Coming immediately to mmd 111
make tlwm So thl' cocky female • this category are construction
bitch 11on
• workers and gas station atBut let's set the record straight. • tendants. The former exhibit a
Th1s was no great victory for it compulsion to alert the entire crew
females in the continuing it
.
argument of which is the superior •

... _
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You and the commerce.'Ibgether we\"e both stronger.
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SYNTHESIS
STEREO SHOP
Our Cireatest Stereo & R~ecor
Sale Ever!

Westmount Place
Shopping Centre
Phone

579-5650

3 Days
Only
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
.
Sept. 27, 28, 29

All

ALL

RECORDS
Our Regular
Discount Price 3.99

Less

200/o •••

FIRST 25 CUSTOMERS-25 ONLY

•
24 00

ADC 'MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE' Regular List Price $59 .
230XE

DOUBLE
ALBUMS
20%0FFOUR
DISCOUNT
PRICES

•

STE.R,EO EQUI~PMENT
and ACCE$SORIE.S

OFF
0

Manufacturer's

Suggested List Prices

(20".4 oHer does not •apply to this item)

Sale Starts Tomorrow at 9:30- Open Thursday, Friday, Saturday 9:30- 9:30
...,._--------JOIN OUR CLUB----------...

When you purchase $500 Worth of Stereo components during this Sale you get a
permanent 20% Discount on all future purchases.
When you make' a purcha•se o.f $500 or over this three day sale period,
you will be enti'tlecl to make un1•imiteld future puorchlases at a. Spedd! 20%
Discount (except s.ale items). Your 20% Discount Club membership includes

records, tapes, accessories a•nd all stereo compon~mts and is avo/illarble
to you for an unlrmited time period. This offer is valid on l-ayaways ...
rain checks given if we don't have th·e item you won't in stock.

WIT
RECE

SYN
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YNTHESIS
TEREO SHOP ·Starts Tomorrow
GREATEST STEREO
AND RECORD
SALE EVE.R

unt Place
g Centre

9:30 to 9:30

0
OFF ALL

AKAI
PRODUCTS
3 Days Only
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday
September 27, 28, 29

AKAI Special Purchases
20% DISCOUNT DOES NOT APPLY ON THESE THREE ITEMS • • •

CS35D

CS GX c 40D GlassFerrit Head

4000 DS Reel to Reel

CASSETTE DECK CASSETTE DECK
Regular List Price $299.95

TAPE DECK

Special Purchase Price

Special Purchase Price

$

$

Regular List Price $235.95

Special Purchase Price

$

Regular List Price $339.95

•

WITH EVERY DECK PURCHASE
RECEIVE (AT NO EXTRA CHARGE)
stock.

---

3 FREE BLANK TAPES

SYNTHESIS STEREO SHOP Westmount Place Shopping Centre Waterloo Phone 579-5620
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